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Essay submission for The Simpson Prize 2022 

 

Question: 

To what extent have the Gallipoli campaign and the Western Front overshadowed other 
significant aspects of Australian’s experience of the First World War? 

 

Author - Mia Luu  

Year 9 – The McDonald College, Sydney, NSW. 

 

While the military campaigns waged in Gallipoli and the Western Front thousands of miles from 

Australian shores have had long-lasting consequence for our national identity, their significance 

is arguably overshadowed by other seminal Australian experiences of the First World War. It is 

without doubt that the Australian psyche situates the Gallipoli campaign and the Western Front 

as both ‘baptisms of fire’, which shaped the nation. However, despite the profound impact of 

both campaigns it is arguable that other aspects of Australian’s experience of the First World War 

were, in many ways, more relevant and transformative in their role in shaping the nation. 

Notably, the Women’s Suffrage Movement, Spanish Flu, and the anti-conscription debate of 

1916-17, each overshadow the Gallipoli and Western Front campaigns as significant experiences 

that played a far greater role in forging national identity. 

 

The Women’s Suffrage Movement, profoundly altered the Australian experience of WWI, 

overshadowing the overall significance of the Gallipoli and Western Front campaigns. During the 

Great War, the movement continued to make significant social change throughout the nation 

through its promotion and cultivation of human welfare, which would have lasting cultural and 

social impacts on Australian society. A prime example of this was the work of egalitarian and 

feminist idealist Vida Goldstein. In her work she, alongside other Suffragettes, came to play a 

vital role in re-shaping Australian society during the war monopolising on the campaign for peace 

alongside implementing social reforms that improved the rights of women during wartime. This 
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is evident in Appendix 1, ‘Source 2’, where it states that she “became chairman of the Peace 

Alliance, formed the Women's Peace Army in 1915, and was involved in much valuable social 

work including the organization of a women's unemployment bureau”. Thereupon, she 

channelled her attention during the war towards lobbying for a range of burgeoning societal 

issues. These included improved provisions of birth control, equal naturalisation laws and 

women’s employment. Beyond Goldstein, all suffragettes united in their aim to see women’s 

emancipation in the workforce – a natural extension of voting rights. At the commencement of 

WWI, there was widespread political and industrial resistance to woman working in roles 

traditionally ascribed as men’s work. Following the outbreak of war, women in the war force 

were constrained to working within food, clothing and printing jobs, that were already 

established as acceptable female roles. It is here that the Women’s Suffragette Movement would 

have a profound impact on Australian female workforce participation through the establishment 

of the “women’s unemployment bureau, and Women’s Rural Industries Co. Ltd” (See: Appendix 

1, Source 2). Such initiatives would set precedent in Australian history. For example, the 

unemployment bureau operating to find work for those in need as well as offering subsidised 

meals to unemployed women.1 In the context of Suffragette activism, important sectors directly 

engaged in war production did see more women employed on a regular basis – particularly in 

clothing, boot and small arms factories.2 As such, after the war, women received medals as 

recognition for their personal contributions to military efforts, and feminists discovered that the 

changing roles of women afforded by the war would provide precedent for changing public 

opinion on women’s workforce participation in the years to come, especially by the outbreak of 

WWII. For these reasons, the role of the Women’s Suffragettes Movement, overshadows the 

significance of military pursuits within the Gallipoli Campaign and the Western Front, to a major 

extent. 

 

 
1 Women’s Rural Industries Co. Ltd. (23 March, 1915). Women’s Rural Industries Co. Ltd. To Help Unemployed Women. Women Voter: Melbourne, 
Victoria. Retrieved from: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/171812727 
2 Frances, R. (n.d.). Women’s Mobilisation for War (Australia), in: U. Daniel, P. Gatrell, O. Janz, H. Jones, J. Keene, A. Kramer, & B. Nasson (Eds.), 
1914-1918-online. International Encyclopedia of the First World War. Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin. Retrieved from: https://encyclopedia.1914-
1918-online.net/article/womens_mobilisation_for_war_australia. 
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The Spanish Flu (1918-20) in many ways overshadowed the impact and significance of the military 

campaigns waged in Gallipoli and the Western Front in shaping the Australian experience. The 

virus profoundly re-shaped Australian society through both casualties, and subsequent additional 

socio-economic consequences. WWI played a major role in the spread and severity of the virus, 

as the pandemic overlapped with the war for nine months and persisted in its aftermath. Prior 

to 1914, few people traversed long distances, which limited the spread of contagions. The 

severity of wartime conditions assisted viral transmission, as servicemen lived in close proximity 

in unhygienic conditions. By the end of the war the Spanish flu had gained prevalence amongst 

soldiers. Nurses who attended to infected soldiers in flu wards, were required to wear masks and 

carry out additional hygiene measures, as evident the Appendix 2, ‘Source 6’ photograph 

depicting a wounded and infected soldier being assisted by two Voluntary Aid Detachment 

nurses, who are wearing masks for protection. According, to the data presented by the 

Australian War Memorial within the table showing “Australian military deaths during the First 

World War” (See: Appendix 3, ‘Source 8’), 55 056 soldiers died fighting on Gallipoli and the 

Western Front combined. Although these casualty numbers have long featured in Australia’s 

collective memory of the Great War, they pale in significance to global death rates resulting from 

Spanish Flu.  Globally, over 50 million people died from the Spanish Flu pandemic,3 compared to 

roughly 20-40 million deaths of all total combat casualties during WWI.4 When the virus reached 

Australia, as a direct result of post WWI transnational population movements, more than 40 per 

cent of the population were infected, 15000 deaths occurred.5 While it is true that Australian 

Spanish Flu deaths were less than Australia’s combined combat deaths at Gallipoli and the 

Western Front, such a simple comparison ignores the profound and far reaching socio-economic 

impacts of the pandemic on Australia. The seemingly low mortality rate for Spanish Flu in 

Australia masks that some Indigenous communities faced a mortality rate of up to 50% as a result 

of the Spanish Flu.6 Moreover, the pandemic had long-lasting socio-economic impacts including 

 
3 Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (March 20, 2019). 1918 Pandemic (H1N1 virus). National Center for Immunization and Respiratory 
Diseases (NCIRD). Retrieved from: https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/1918-pandemic-h1n1.html 
4 The 1918 Influenza Pandemic. (2021). Retrieved 5 November 2021, from https://virus.stanford.edu/uda/ 
5 National Museum of Australia (6 September, 2021). Defining Moments: Influenza Pandemic. National Museum of Australia. Retrieved from: 
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/influenza-pandemic. 
6 National Museum of Australia (6 September, 2021). Defining Moments: Influenza Pandemic. National Museum of Australia. Retrieved from: 
https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/influenza-pandemic. 
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the immediate imposition of strict quarantine hindering international travel and trade, and the 

distinct prospect of Australia experiencing economic recession. While the recession never took 

hold, the economic impact was still severe.7 However, conversely, but of no less significance, was 

the progress encouraged by the Australia’s experience of the pandemic. This deadly incident was 

of key vitality to Australians, as it helped to shape and progress us through newly acquired 

medical advances and knowledge and understanding of pandemic management and response 

planning, increasing our preparedness for future pandemics. As is evident the Spanish Flu was 

profoundly impactful on Australians through significant death rates and broader socio-economic 

challenges, overshadowing the overall significance of the Gallipoli and the Western Front 

campaigns to a significant extent. 

The last significant aspect of Australians’ experience, that majorly overshadowed the campaigns 

fought within Gallipoli and the Western Front was the controversial conscription debate that 

gripped Australia from 1916 to 1917. The conscription debate was a significant aspect of the war, 

as it forced Australians to consider where their primary loyalty lay, as well as bitterly dividing the 

nation in ways that the military campaigns never did. By late 1916, the more Australians began 

to hear about the high rates of casualties and severe battleground conditions, the more voluntary 

recruitment decreased. In response, the Australian Prime Minister William (Billy) Hughes fought 

with utter determination to convince the public to implement conscription. On one side of the 

spectrum, Hughes and those sympathetic to his views promoted a tradition of loyalty, imploring 

Australians to feel the ‘crimson thread of kinship’ – the strong links to Mother Britain and the 

desire to maintain British cultural ties. Contrary to this, many people opposed conscription 

highlighting major divisions within Australia about religion, class and the inequality of sacrifice 

that many people felt soldiers were being asked to bear. Organisations, such as the Women’s 

Peace Army – highly involved in anti-conscription campaigns – forcibly stood by their motto: ‘we 

war against war’  (See: Appendix 4, ‘Source 1’). They opened meetings with the well-known anti-

 
7 According to research conducted by the Reserve Bank of Australia the Spanish Flu temporarily incapacitated 2% of the total Australian labour 
force, which had a devastating impact on Australia’s post-war economic recovery. One Victorian Factory Inspectors report from 1919 identifies 
that productivity had been “dislocated” and “progress retarded” by the Spanish Flu. Furthermore, the NSW Industrial Gazette reported in 1919 
that retail in Sydney was “hit badly” with losses of 25-40% across the sector. James Bishop. (18 June 2020). Economic effects of the Spanish Flu. 
Reserve Bank of Australia Bulletin. Retrieved from https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2020/jun/economic-effects-of-the-spanish-
flu.html 
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war song, entitled ‘I didn’t raise my son to be a soldier’ (See: Appendix 4, ‘Source 1’). In the 

aftermath, the argument for conscription, despite being highly supported, did not triumph over 

anti-conscription beliefs, as evident in the failed results of the two conscription referendums 

introduced. Although the anti-conscription movement succeeded, the broader significance of the 

conscription debate was it’s demonstration of Australia’s divided society – between Anglo 

loyalists and those whose loyalties lay elsewhere. This division would continue as a hallmark of 

Australian culture that far overshadowed any cultural significance of the Anzac legend born of 

the Gallipoli and Western Front campaigns.   

While the ANZAC legend, born of the Gallipoli and Western Front campaigns has cast, as James 

Brown argues,8 a ‘long shadow’ over Australian national identity, it is evident that there are a 

range of other significant aspects of the Australian experience of the First World War that 

arguably overshadow, to a great extent, the cultural significance of the military campaigns 

waged in Gallipoli and the Western Front – despite the seminal role of these campaigns in 

shaping the ANZAC legend, and forging a sense of national identity. The Women’s Suffrage 

Movement, Spanish Flu, and the anti-conscription debate of 1916-17, each overshadow the 

cultural significance of Gallipoli and Western Front campaigns through the seminal role each 

played in shaping Australian social and cultural history henceforth throughout the 20th Century 

and beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 Brown, J. (2014). Anzac’s Long Shadow: The cost of our national obsession. Collingwood VIC: Redback. 
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Appendix 

Note: Appendix items are listed as they appear in the essay, while sources are entitled 

according to the number ascribed by the AWM to the Simpson Prize Sources. 

Appendix 1 – ‘AWM: Source 2’ 

Extract from Janice N. Brownfoot, “Goldstein, Vida Jane (1869–1949)”, Australian Dictionary of 

Biography, https://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/goldstein-vida-jane-6418 

 

Appendix 2 – ‘AWM: Source 6’ 

Photograph showing a wounded soldier being assisted by two Voluntary Aid Detachment 

nurses, who are wearing masks to protect themselves against the Spanish Influenza, New South 

Wales, 1919. AWM P02789.002 
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Appendix 3 – ‘AWM: Source 8’ 

Table showing “Australian military deaths during the First World War”  

Data from: Australian War Memorial, First World War Official Histories, Volume III – Special 

problems and services (1st edition, 1943), Section V, pp. 896-

897https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1416942 

  

Location 

Battle Deaths 

(killed in action or died of wounds, 

including as prisoners of war) 

Non-Battle Deaths 

(died of illness or other causes, 

including as prisoners of war) 

Gallipoli 7,818 600 

Western Front 44,766 1,872 

Prisoners of 

War: Germany 
267 70 

Middle East 973 590 

Prisoners of 

War: Turkey 
21 39 

United 

Kingdom 
4 1,249 
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Australia 34 1,431 

New Guinea 6 

64 

(includes 35 on submarine 

HMAS AE1) 

HMAS Sydney 
4 

(during battle with SMS Emden) 
  

At sea    412 

  

 

Appendix 4 – ‘AWM: Source 1’ 

The anti-conscription debate, presented on an Australian War Memorial resource, 2017 

https://www.awm.gov.au/sites/default/files/awm-poster-2017.pdf 
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